
DOWNERS GROVE LIQUOR COMMISSION
VILLAGE HALL COUNCIL CHAMBERS

801 BURLINGTON AVENUE

Thursday, March 6, 2014

I. CALL TO ORDER

Staff called the March 6, 2014 Liquor Commission meeting to order at 6:30 p.m. 

II. ROLL CALL

PRESENT:  Mr. Austin, Mr. Clary, Mr. Jacobson, Mr. Krusenoski

ABSENT:  Chairman Strelau, Ms. Fregeau, Ms. King

STAFF: Liaison to the Liquor Commission Carol Kuchynka, Asst. Village Attorney
Dawn Didier

OTHERS: Dawn Mueller, Mark Longenecker, David Yob, Pete Kosanovich, Mark Hedrick,
Court Reporter

III. APPOINTMENT OF CHAIRMAN PRO TEM

In the absence of Chairman Strelau, staff requested a motion to appoint a Chairman Pro Tem for
the meeting.

MR. CLARY MOVED TO APPOINT MR. KRUSENOSKI TO ACT AS
CHAIRMAN PRO TEM FOR THE MARCH 6, 2014 MEETING OF THE
LIQUOR COMMISSION.   MR. AUSTIN SECONDED.

VOTE: Aye:  Mr. Clary, Mr. Austin, Mr. Jacobson, Mr. Krusenoski

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 4:0:0

The motion carried.  

IV. APPROVAL OF MINUTES

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked for approval of the minutes for the November 7, 2013 Liquor
Commission meeting and asked members if there were any corrections, changes or additions.

Hearing no changes, corrections or additions, the November 7, 2013 minutes of the Liquor Commission
meeting were approved as written.

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski reminded those present that this evening's meeting was being recorded on
Village-owned equipment.  Staff was present to keep minutes for the record and a court reporter was
present taking the minutes verbatim.  



V. NEW BUSINESS

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding any new business.  

Oak Trace - 200 Village Drive

Ms. Kuchynka stated that staff has prepared a draft ordinance based on a request for the creation of a
retirement home facility liquor license classification.   

Ms. Kuchynka stated that there were a few minor changes to the draft based on her discussion with Oak
Trace.  She stated that the definition of the facility will be revised to state: a multi-family dwelling
complex “with health center”....  She stated that Oak Trace also requested a clarification in the
classification section and requested that “residents” be amended to “clients” of the retirement facility as
some members of the health center are not permanent residents of the facility.  

Ms. Kuchynka requested that individuals representing Oak Trace step forward and be seated.  She asked
that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record, indicate their affiliation
with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Ms. Dawn Mueller and Mr. Mark Longenecker were sworn in by the court reporter.  Ms. Mueller
introduced herself as the Director of  Administrative Services for Oak Trace Lifespace Community.  Mr.
Longenecker introduced himself as the Executive Director of  Oak Trace.

Ms. Mueller stated that Oak Trace has been in operation at 200 Village Drive since 1973.  She stated that
in 2011, Lifespace acquired the facility.  She added that there are 11 other Lifespace communities in the
United States.  She stated that they are seeking liquor service as all other facilities are currently licensed
and that they have received numerous requests from their residents.  

Ms. Mueller stated that liquor service will be provided to residents of the complex in the dining areas. 
She stated that liquor service will be limited to residents and their guests.  She added that they would also
like to be able to serve alcohol at private functions and marketing events that will be by invitation only.  

Ms. Mueller stated that they are a continuing care facility with independent living.  She stated that there
are 218 apartment buildings and 56 town & garden homes and 175 beds in the health center.  She stated
that services range from assisted living to full scale nursing care.

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked for comments from the Commission.  Mr. Austin asked staff if Oak
Trace was looking for a specific license classification.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Village did not have
a classification in the Code that would fit their activities.  She stated that there are no other retirement
communities licensed in the Village.  She stated that Lombard licensed one of their Lifespace facilities as
a not-for-profit club.  

Mr. Austin noted that the restaurant classification may not work as the service of food is not their primary
function.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that most liquor at the facility will be served in conjunction with meals, 
however,  Oak Trace is proposing to host marketing events for potential clientele.  She stated those could
be considered private functions, but the Village would need notification.  Ms. Mueller stated that the
dining rooms are not open to the general public.

Mr. Austin asked staff how hotels are licensed.  Ms. Kuchynka replied that they hold a Class “H” license. 
She stated that they are required to have a 125-dining seat restaurant.  She added that alcohol sales are
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allowed in the restaurant, lounges, with room service, in banquet hall areas and they also are allowed beer
and wine packaged sales.  Ms. Kuchynka noted that the retirement complex will not be allowed packaged
sales, however, private residents can purchase their own alcohol from local retailers.    

Mr. Austin questioned if the Village can issue a license to the complex under an existing classification
rather than create a new class.  He stated that they are serving alcohol to guests in a dining environment
and that maybe they could qualify and meet the protocols of  a restaurant.   Ms. Kuchynka replied that the
restaurant is defined as a place where meals are regularly served to the public.  She also noted that the
restaurant was not their primary business.  

Ms. Mueller stated that residents get a meal a day, which is included in their services.  Mr. Austin asked if
drinks will be charged separately.  Ms. Mueller replied that drinks will be charged to the residents
accounts.  She stated that they looked at the restaurant class, however, it also states “without sleeping
accommodations”.   Mr. Austin stated he would rather utilize a license already in the code, but noted that
might not be possible.  

Mr. Austin asked if liquor service will be in other areas or banquet areas of the facility.  Mr. Longenecker
replied yes and added that they are for the residents use.  

Mr. Clary asked if there was a standard format that the other facilities follow concerning the service of
alcohol.  Ms. Mueller stated that their most similar facility is in Lombard and they will be utilizing their
knowledge and policies when preparing their own policy for alcohol service.  

Mr. Clary asked if the current employees will be serving liquor.  Ms. Mueller replied yes.

Mr. Jacobson asked about the site and if the whole area was included in liquor service.  He noted that
there are five dining rooms and common areas for events.  Ms. Mueller replied yes.  Mr. Jacobson also
noted that there were a number of outdoor patios.   Ms. Mueller noted that there are some private outdoor
areas at some residences and that liquor service would not be served in these private areas.  She stated that
alcohol service will be available to all residents in the patios adjacent to the dining rooms, the roof top
garden and pavilion.  

Ms. Kuchynka read the definition to the Commission for restaurant which is “Any public place kept,
used, maintained, advertised or held out to the public as a place with  the service of food and drink, and
where meals are regularly served, without sleeping accommodations, and where adequate provision is
made for sanitary kitchen and dining room equipment and capacity and a sufficient number of employees
to prepare, cook and serve a reasonable variety of meals for its customers....”  She stated that staff opted
to create a category for the retirement facility as it did not meet existing codes.  

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski stated that to classify the retirement facility as a restaurant would be an
odd fit.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that it fits in with the service of meals, but staff also took into consideration the
license fee for this class.   She stated less staff time and resources will be devoted to this license class and
felt that control buys would not be warranted as they will be primarily serving age 55+ residents.  

Mr. Austin asked how many residents would dine in the restaurants on a daily basis.  Ms. Mueller replied
approximately 273 residents at least once a day.  

Mr. Austin asked how the hotel definition read.  Ms. Didier replied “A building or group of buildings
used in conjunction with one another as a lodging facility providing sleeping accommodations for
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compensation to travelers and guests, whether transient, permanent or residential and in which one
hundred or more rooms are provided for such purpose.”   Mr. Austin replied that might be a fit. 

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked if the Council was meeting before the next Commission meeting.  
Ms. Kuchynka replied they meet on March 11th and 18th .  Ms. Kuchynka stated that there is not a rush
with this amendment to the ordinance.  She stated whether they are classified under an existing license or
if a new class is created, any ordinance change will need to be voted upon by Council.  

Ms. Didier noted that the hotel license authorizes the retail sale of packaged beer and wine.  

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked what the annual fee is for the hotel license.  Ms. Kuchynka replied
it is over $4,000.   Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski stated that a license should be created with an
appropriate fee.  Ms. Mueller advised that they are a not-for-profit organization.   Mr. Austin did not feel
that the amount of alcohol sales will differ much from that of a restaurant.  

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski appreciated Mr. Austin’s intent for expediency and keeping the code as
simple as possible.   He stated that without being under any time constraint, it would be his preference to
create a license that is specific to a retirement facility.  Mr. Austin stated he does not see problems with
fees as there are a significant number of residents who may potentially drink.  He asked if they are serving
meals and drinks at cost.  Ms. Mueller replied that the cost of meals is minimal.  Mr. Longenecker added
that they anticipate any profit on liquor sales to be very minimal.  

Ms. Didier asked Ms. Mueller why they requested the ordinance reference from “residents” to “clients”
be changed.  She asked if the individuals who are in the Health Center are able to dine and get a drink. 
Ms. Mueller replied that these individuals are rehab patients and that they do not reside at the facility. 
Mr. Austin asked if they are temporary residents.  Ms. Mueller replied yes.    Mr. Longenecker stated that
rehab patients represent less than 20% of their members.  Ms. Didier asked if these temporary residents
can bring a guest in to dine.  Ms. Mueller replied yes.  Mr. Austin did not know why they could not be
considered residents.  

Ms. Didier suggested that the ordinance be changed to  read “permanent or temporary” residents.  The
group agreed.

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked if sales would include beer, wine and spirits.  Mr. Longenecker
replied yes. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the draft ordinance would need to be approved by the Village Council and once
approved, Oak Trace will have to return to the Commission for an application hearing.  She noted that
when they apply, procedural questions can be discussed at that time.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that they will be required to have a liquor policy and staff will need to receive
certified training.  Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked if Beacon Hill in Lombard will be the model on
which they base their policies at Oak Trace.  Ms. Mueller replied yes.  She stated that she will utilize their
policies, but go through the certification class in order to get more knowledge about liquor serving rules
when drafting their own.

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked if Beacon Hill has full alcohol service.  Ms. Mueller replied yes. 

Mr. Austin asked why the number of licenses available is being limited to one.  Ms. Kuchynka replied
that it was an arbitrary number.  She stated that it can be unlimited.  Mr. Austin agreed as the Commission
can recognize other facilities might be interested.  Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski agreed that they will
then not run the risk of having to change the number available if another retirement community in
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Downers Grove would like to offer alcohol.  Ms. Kuchynka agreed to unlimit the number of license
available.

Ms. Kuchynka asked the Commission for a motion to forward the draft ordinance creating a retirement
facility license class, as amended, to the Village Council for consideration.

MR.  CLARY MOVED TO RECOMMEND THAT THE DRAFT ORDINANCE FOR THE
CREATION OF A CLASS “RF” RETIREMENT FACILITY LIQUOR LICENSE BE
FORWARDED TO THE VILLAGE COUNCIL FOR CONSIDERATION.   MR. JACOBSON
SECONDED. 

VOTE: Aye: Mr. Clary, Mr. Jacobson, Mr. Austin, Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 4:0:0

Motion carried. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the Oak Trace request, draft ordinance and minutes of tonight’s meeting will be
forwarded to the Village Council for consideration.  She would advise the representatives when the item
will be placed on a Council agenda.  She stated that they are free to attend that public hearing.  She stated
if and when the ordinance is adopted, Oat Trace may apply for the license.  

Mad Ape Brewing Company - 5400 Janes Avenue

Ms. Kuchynka stated that representatives of Mad Ape Brewing Company have requested the creation of a
liquor license classification for a brewing facility located at 5400 Janes Avenue.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked that any individual(s) representing Mad Ape Brewing Company step forward and be
seated.  She asked that any individual(s) giving testimony, state and spell their name for the record,
indicate their affiliation with the establishment and be sworn in by the court reporter.

Mr. David Yob, Mr. Pete Kosanovich and Mr. Mark Hedrick were sworn in by the court reporter.  Mr.
Yob introduced himself as a partner, part owner and founder of Mad Ape Brewing Company.  Mr.
Kosanovich introduced himself as partner and founder of Mad Ape.  Mr. Hedrick introduced himself as
Master Brewer of Mad Ape.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that a distributor’s  license and a retailer’s license will be required from the State. 
She stated that they are seeking a local license in order to have on-premise consumption and the retail
sales of beer produced on the premises.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she has not drafted an ordinance for the facility as staff wanted direction from
the Commission concerning the license.  She added that there is a brew pub license classification in the
Code which is held by Emmett’s Ale House.  She noted that pursuant to the terms of the license, they are
required to have a restaurant on the facility.  She noted that they have on-site consumption and off-
premise sales of beer produced on the premises. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that Mad Ape is not proposing to offer food service.  She stated that they are
requesting a license for beer consumption on the premises and retail sales.  She stated that the current
code requires all on-premise license holders to offer food service
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Ms. Kuchynka asked representatives of Mad Ape to explain their request.

Mr. Yob stated that Mad Ape is a start-up production craft brewing facility.  He stated that they are
residents of DuPage County and felt the neighborhood would be a great place to set up their business.  

Mr. Yob stated that they will have a tasting room for on-premise consumption and tastings.  He stated that
they will not operate as a bar.  He stated that patrons will be allowed three drinks.  Ms. Kuchynka noted
that the three drink maximum will be the equivalent of 48 ounces per person, per day.  

Mr. Yob noted that certain brews with a higher alcohol content will be poured into smaller glasses.

Mr. Kosanovich noted that they will not operate as a bar.  He stated that the tasting room is a tool for
them to introduce their product to customers.  He stated that their goal is to make money distributing beer,
not selling beer in the tasting room.  He stated that they will not operate as a restaurant.

Mr. Yob stated that their long range plan would be to establish a brew pub in an area more conducive to
restaurants.  He stated that this brewing facility would not have food preparation or service on the site.  

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked if they are locating in a commercial vs. residential site.  Mr. Yob
replied they are a production facility locating in Ellsworth Industrial Park.  He stated that they are in the
process of negotiating a lease and need to secure a liquor license classification to apply for.

Ms. Kuchynka distributed a picture of the 5400 Janes Avenue property.  She stated that it is in an
industrial area of the Village which lends itself to not being a restaurant.  

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski stated it was as though they are modeling their operation with that of
Solemn Oath in Naperville.  He stated customers are allowed to bring in their own food.  Mr. Yob stated
that the Solemn Oath model is about as close to how they expect to operate.  

Mr. Yob stated that they could have menus from local restaurants on site for customers to order from. 
Ms. Kuchynka noted that Solemn Oath has food trucks, however, Downers Grove does not allow food
trucks.  She did not object to them having area restaurant menus available on site.  

Mr. Yob stated that they could provide pretzels, popcorn or snacks.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that they
should check with the Health Department about offering any type of food.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that a number of communities have brewing facilities.  She stated that some have
food requirements and some do not.  She mentioned that Urban Legend (Westmont), Only Child
(Northbrook), Buckledown (Lyons) and Solemn Oath (Naperville) do not have a food service
requirement.  She mentioned those with food service requirements are more geared toward restaurant
service, such as Two Brothers (Warrenville) and Nevins (Plainfield).  She stated Temperance (Evanston)
has snacks and allows patrons to bring in their own food.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that the ordinances from other communities can be used to model a new
classification based on what Mad Ape is proposing to do.  She stated that she did not want them to come
back in six months to modify the class if they find they cannot comply with burdensome provisions.  

Mr. Clary asked if there were any other liquor licenses in the industrial area.  Ms. Kuchynka replied no. 

Mr. Jacobson stated that he liked the concept.  He asked what the hours of operation will be.  Mr. Yob
replied initially there will be limited hours, Thursday through Saturday, in order to establish production. 
He stated tap room hours will eventually expand from 12 noon until 11 p.m., daily.   
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Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked if they will have televisions in the tasting room.  Mr. Yob replied
no, but perhaps some sort of screens.  Mr. Kosanovich noted that they may have entertainment, such as a
guitar player on occasion.

Mr. Austin was familiar with the brew facility model.  He stated the drink maximum seems to work.  He
noted that some facilities serve items other than beer and asked if they intend to serve soft drinks.  Mr.
Hedrick stated that they would like to offer non-alcoholic beverages such as creme sodas.  

Mr. Austin liked the idea and did not have a problem with the classification they are asking for.  He noted
that there is a concern about the three drink maximum and the passing of drinks and asked how it could
be monitored.  Mr. Hedrick replied that credit cards are taken and put on file and each drink is counted
against the card.  He stated that punch cards could also be issued.  Mr. Yob stated that they are still trying
to work out those details.  He stated that staff will be fully trained in TIPs or BASSET and will be taught
to recognize signs of intoxication.  He stated that the sharing of punch cards would be something they
have to deal with.  Mr. Kosanovich noted that some things are out of their control, but they will not let it
happen to the best of their ability.  He stated that it goes back to their notion that they do not want to
operate a bar.  He stated that they hope the tasting room will be a small aspect of the business and that the
distribution will become the major aspect of the business.  

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked if they have distribution outside other than the retail clients that will
come in to buy it.  Mr. Yob stated that their plan is to get past self distribution levels of 7,500 barrels per
year and have multiple distribution relationships throughout the State and outside the State.  Mr. Yob
added that they hope to also distribute to local restaurants.  

Ms. Kuchynka noted that a State distributor’s license is required in addition to the State retailer’s license. 
She stated that the Village will not regulate any aspect of their distribution.   She stated the local license
will allow brewing on the facility, along with on-premise consumption and off-premise sales to the
general public.  

Ms. Kuchynka advised that they will be allowed to sell “growlers” which are 64-ounce containers.  She
stated that a growler can be purchased to be filled and capped.  She stated that retail sales will consist of 
22-ounce bottles, which have been filled and capped.  She stated that neither will be allowed to be
consumed on site.  Mr. Yob stated that they would like to sell 5-gallon and half barrel kegs to go.  He
added that he was aware of the Village’s keg tag program.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that they will have a few ways in which to serve on-site.  She stated that samples
will be  allowed at no charge, when given in accordance with State law.  She stated that they will charge
for “flights” which is a tasting of 4, four-ounce samples of a variety of beers.  She stated that they will
also sell 16-ounce glasses of beer for consumption on the premises.    Ms. Kuchynka noted that any
combination of the above, per person, per day, shall not exceed 48 ounces.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that Naperville originally required customers to be 21 and over.  She stated that has
since been amended to allow under 21 year olds in the facility.  She stated that it was done in an effort for
parents to be able to go into the store to pick up beverages.  She planned to allow under 21 year olds in
this facility if they are accompanied by an adult.  Mr. Austin asked if we have a 21+ restriction on
existing licensees.  Ms. Kuchynka replied yes.  She stated that Gnarly J’s, Rita’s and Q Billiards are 21
and over.  

Mr. Austin asked how many people the 103' x 30' tasting room will hold.  Mr. Kosanovich stated that the
tasting room will be 2-3,000 square feet, which could hold 50-100 people.  He did not believe there
would be 100 people in the tap room at any given time.  He stated that there will be a counter area, high-
top barrel tables, chairs - all of which will depend on what type of layout is allowed.   
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Mr. Austin asked what is the proposed volume of beer sales.  Mr. Yob replied about 70% of revenue will
be from the tasting room early on, and then selling off-site and distribution will overtake that percentage. 
Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski stated that they will pull demand by having locals taste it, see it on a local
menu.  Mr. Yob stated that they would prefer to mass produce and distribute.  Mr. Hedrick stated that it
will focus on retail and eventually like to offer their craft brews at Binny’s.

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she discussed events with Mad Ape. She stated that they are allowed up to six
special event licenses per year for activities which are out of the normal day to day operations of the
facility.   She stated that if they wish to have a brew fest or hold an event outside, they can apply for a
special event license.  

Mr. Kosanovich stated in addition to brewing beer they want customers to know how to brew beer.  He
stated that they would like to be able to offer classes for home brewers to perfect their craft.   Ms.
Kuchynka replied that staff can incorporate brewing on the facility, tours, classes, on-premise and off-
premise consumption into the draft ordinance to allow them some flexibility.  

Mr. Kosanovich asked about private events.  He asked if customers could bring in food if someone rented
the space out and where the 48 ounce drink limit would not apply.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that if they hold
such events, the facility must be completely shut down to the general public in order to be considered a
private function.  She would ask for some information or invite with the date and time of the event, so the
Village is aware of the private function.  She had no issue with food being brought in.   She stated that as
the license is limited to beer/wine produced on the premises, and no other alcohol would be allowed in.   

Staff asked for a recommendation from the Commission whether to create a brewing facility liquor
license classification.

MR. AUSTIN MOVED TO RECOMMEND THAT STAFF PREPARE A DRAFT
ORDINANCE FOR THE CREATION OF A BREW FACILITY FOR VILLAGE
COUNCIL CONSIDERATION.

Staff requested that the first draft of an ordinance be considered by the Commission at their next meeting. 
The motion was amended as follows:  

THE COMMISSION MOVED TO RECOMMEND THAT STAFF PREPARE A DRAFT
ORDINANCE TO BE CONSIDERED BY THE COMMISSION AT ITS NEXT MEETING
FOR A CRAFT BREWING FACILITY.   MR. JACOBSON SECONDED. 

VOTE: Aye: Mr. Austin, Mr. Jacobson, Mr. Clary, Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski

Nay: None

Abstain: None

MOTION CARRIED: 4:0:0

Motion carried. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she will utilize ordinances from other communities to help draft the brew
facility license in addition to discussion from tonight’s meeting.  She stated that the main points for the
classification will be the 48 ounce, per person, drink limit for on-premise consumption, free product
sampling will be allowed, tours and educational classes held, on-site consumption and off-premise beer
sales.   She stated that the tap room shall not exceed 3,0000 square feet.  Mr. Austin advised that the
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facility was 18,000 square feet.   Mr. Hedrick noted the remaining area will be used for office space,
distribution and brewing.  

Ms. Kuchynka asked if sampling, tastings and drinking will be limited to the tap room area or if
customers will be allowed to carry drinks on a tour.  Mr. Yob replied yes.

Ms. Kuchynka advised that she will provide Mad Ape representatives a draft ordinance to review.  

Ms. Kuchynka reminded the Commission that this license class will not have a food service requirement. 

Mr. Austin asked what their time frame was for lease negotiations.  Mr. Yob replied that they are in
negotiations now.  Mr. Austin asked when they plan to open.  Mr. Yob replied February of next year. 

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked if they have to buy equipment.  Mr. Yob replied yes and they need
to apply for both federal and state licenses. 

Ms. Kuchynka stated that staff would be preparing a draft ordinance for an amendment to the existing
Class P-O license.  She stated that this license allows for both the on-premise and off-premise
consumption of alcohol at a grocery store.  She stated this request would help the potential licensee to
compete with the Standard Market located on Ogden Avenue in Westmont.   She stated that the location
is the former Dominick’s on Ogden.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that she contacted the Village of Westmont and has reviewed their code and what is
allowed.  She stated that on-premise consumption was limited to the Cube wine bar area and restaurant
portions of the facility.  She stated that they have events where patrons can walk through the store with
beer or wine.  She stated that she contacted Westmont about the discrepancy in their code and was
advised that they have temporarily allowed them to allow patrons to walk throughout the store with
beverages.  Ms. Kuchynka stated that the primary business will be a grocery store.  She stated that the
grocer is planning to have a food service area and wine bar.  She stated that they have not committed to
the lease until there is an amendment to the Class P-O license.  She stated that the P-O license would need
to be amended by eliminating the provision that the premises be limited to the Central Business District
and would alter the square footage of the on-premise consumption area.  

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski stated that the Commission considered something similar with the request
from Binny’s to allow for on-site consumption. Ms. Kuchynka advised that Lemon Tree Grocer has this
license and allows full alcohol, on-site consumption and off-premise sales.  She stated that staff can
amend this existing classification by eliminating the requirement that the premises be located in the
Downtown Business District.  She stated that she would increase the number of licenses available.  

Ms. Kuchynka stated that this is a great opportunity to develop the site.   

VI. OLD BUSINESS

Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski asked if there was any discussion, update from staff or comments from the
Commission regarding any old business.  

There was none.  

VIII. COMMENTS FROM THE PUBLIC

There were none.  

VIII. ADJOURNMENT
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Concluding business for the evening, Chairman Pro Tem Krusenoski called for a motion to adjourn.

Mr. Austin moved to adjourn the March 6, 2014 meeting.  The meeting was adjourned by acclimation at
7:55 p.m.
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